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BACKGROUND AND RATIONAL

According to the RIS3 mapping exercise, bibliometric analysis and benchmarking is used in around
half of all the reviewed RIS3 processes (55% of total). However, the mapping information also shows
that the bibliometric analysis used by regions is usually simple, and very few regions have a forward
view of emerging areas, using predictive analysis or building on hypotheses of potential regional
changes or emerging areas for the future. There is a need to increase the understanding of
knowledge produced and available in regions. This is relevant for later linking to the demand for
knowledge and identifying emerging areas of activity and specialisation.
Scientific profiles and regional benchmarking of these profiles are important for the analysis of the
context of a region as it facilitates a comparison of all aspects of a region’s performance in relation to
science, main fields of science and specialisation patterns of regional academic systems. When
benchmarked to other regions, it can be a valuable tool to identify weaknesses and strengths, and
link them to overall regional performance.Figure 1 provides the rationale behind Regional Scientific
Production Profile application.

Step 1. Extract the scientific profile of a region

Step 2. Get related statistical indexes

Step 3 . Benchmark the regional scientific profiles

Figure 1 Rational behind Regional Scientific Production Profile application
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DESCRIPTION OF THE APPLICATION

Regional Scientific production profile refers to facilities, resources (including human) and related
services needed by administrative structures for sophisticated decision taking. Due to different
characteristics, the research fields for each region / city might appear significant variance in means of
subjects and impact factor of the produced studies.
The use of Regional Scientific Production Profile application, would lead to a better understanding of
the assets and the weaknesses of each region about their scientific background, either by focusing in
regions separately either by elaborating comparative studies.
Although the application does not use sophisticated bibliometric data (citations, growth index, etc.)
but only the number of publications per field and year, it allows the user to compare the scientific
profile of multiple regions and thus, identify potential strengths and weaknesses.

Download
publications'
related data
from Scopus

Perform a basic
statistical
analysis, using
advanced
visualizations

Perform comparison
between regions, with
regards to their
scientific profile

Figure 2 Overview of this ONLINE S3 application
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BENEFITS TO KEY ACTORS AND STAKE HOLDERS
Effective and efficient research and innovation systems are those that succeed in producing strong
scientific and technological outputs, both in terms of quality and relevance (European Commission,
2016). Understanding the scientific performance of regions, including impact and collaboration
patterns, allows for a comprehensive analysis of the evolution, interconnectivity, performance and
impact of regional research and innovation systems in the EU. They also help in providing an overall
view of regional strengths and weaknesses in knowledge production across fields and subfields of
science.

Easy to use web environment and abillity of
exporting reports "on the fly"

Regional Scientific
Production Profile

Easy way to make regional
comparisons through graphic
represantations

Easy way to provide an overall
picture of the scientific
background of each region

Figure 3 Benefits to stakeholders when using this Regional Scientific Production Profile application
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KEY ISSUES AND REQUIREMENTS

The initial purpose of this application was to provide a concrete and in depth bibliometric analysis for
each region. The information needed for capturing Regional Scientific Profile is numerous and the
most important is the connection with scientific knowledge databases such as Google Scholar, Scopus
etc to retrieve up to date information for each region.
However, while the scientific search engines mentioned above can provide several information about
publications to individuals, they are not providing an online tool or API in order to perform automated
queries. Therefore, we developed this application in means of Semi-Automated working principle,
while the extraction of data is a user’s responsibility. In order to download the publications related
data, the user has to use The Scopus search engine. The data provided to the application are then
analysed and the desired information is extracted.
In general, the Regional Scientific Production Profile application provides the results with respect to
the data provided by the user. The user must keep in mind, that the desired output is correlated with
the data selection and extraction from the Scopus search engine. All the charts created by the
application are downloadable in .png formats and could also be embedded in word files.

step 2

•Extract publications'
related information
(manually)

step 1

•Perform a basic statistical
analysis
•Extract advanced
visualizations
•Extract a detailed .doc
report

•Perform a comparison
between regions
•Extract advanced
visualizations
•Produce a detailed .doc
report

step 3

Figure 4 Key issues when using this ONLINE S3 application
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A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE

Section A: Visit Scopus and download publications related data
In this section, the process of how a user can download data from Scopus is described in
detail. Scopus is the largest database of peer reviewed literature and for the moment, the only
available data source of this application.
Step 1: Perform your query
Once you visit Scopus, a page that contains a search box will appear. If you want to search
for a country's publications you have to type the name of the country (e.g. Austria) in the text
box below the "Search" term and choose "Affiliation country" in the drop-down filter menu on
the right. Press the "Search" button on the bottom right of the page in order to get the
corresponding results.

Figure 5 Search for a country's publications

If you want to search for a region's publications the process is slightly different. In
the "Search" area you type the name of the cities the region consists of. In order to do that you
have to repeat the following process for every city accordingly. After typing the name of the
first city in the Search area, you choose the Affiliation city filter from the drop-down menu. Once
you do so, you click on the "+" sign. A new search bar appears. Click on the AND term and
choose OR instead. Type the name of the second city of the region and choose "Affiliation city"
in the filter box. Repeat this process for all the cities the region consists of. Press
the "Search" button on the bottom right of the page in order to get the corresponding results.
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Figure 6 Search for a region's publications

Step 2: Refine your results
After searching for a certain country, city or region you will be directed to the page that hosts
the results of your query. The results page includes many filtering options, like "Subject
Area", "Affiliation", "Year", etc. You can limit your results by applying any of these filters
accordingly by pressing the "Limit to" button on the left of the page. For example, you can
limit your results, to the publications of a certain period. In Figure 3 you can see all the research
papers that were published in Greece, during the years 2014 - 2016.

Figure 7 Limit your results to a certain period
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Step 3: Download the results of your query in .csv format
In order to use the developed application, you need to download the results of your query in
.csv format. Scopus provides the user with the ability to download certain metrics in regard to
the query that has been issued. To do so, you have to press the " Analyze Search Results"
button which redirects you to a different web page. As you can see in Figure 4, this page
contains multiple tabs. The ones that you are going to use are the following: 1. Year 2.
Affiliation 3. Subject area and the Export button. The Year tab will provide you with the data
needed for the Annual Analysis, the Affiliation tab with the data for the Affiliation
Analysis and the Subject tab with the Subject Analysis data accordingly. The .csv file will be
downloaded as soon as you press the export button on the top left of your page. Each tab
provides you with a different .csv data file, so it strongly advised that you save every different
file with a distinct name.

Figure 8 Export your results in .csv

Section B: How to use the developed application
In this section, the process of how a user can use the Scientific Production Profile application
is described in detail.
Step 1: Choose the location of your analysis
Once you visit the application, you need to choose whether you want to analyze the scientific
profile of a city/country or a region. If the data that you have already downloaded concern a
city/country you need to click on the first image. Otherwise, if your data are about a region you
should click on the second image.
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Figure 9 Choose either to perform a city/country or a regional analysis

Step 2: Choose the kind of analysis you want to perform
After choosing a city/country or a regional analysis you have to choose the kind of analysis
you want to perform. The application provides three different tools. The first one, Subject
Analysis, takes as input the .csv file which contains the subject area related data that you have
already download from scopus. Using this data, the tool creates two different charts, a radar
chart and a horizontal bar chart. Both these charts can be exported to an image and can also
be included in a Word Document report that is extracted (if the user wants so). The second
tool Affiliation Analysis uses the affiliation data that have been exported previously and the
third tool Annual Analysis uses the year related data accordingly.
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Figure 10 Choose the kind of analysis you want to perform

Step 3: How to use the tool for a single area
Each tool uses the same layout and functionalities. The Add Csv File(s) button is used to
upload the data you have already collected. Once you click on this button a file explorer window
will appear. Guide yourself to the location where your data is stored and select the appropriate
csv file. After uploading your data, the layout of the page changes and several new elements
appear. You can choose to visualize the Radar chart by clicking on the corresponding label,
visualize the Horizontal Bar chart or add any comments in the text area, at the bottom of the
page. You can export the charts by clicking on the Export Chart as PNG button and you can
choose to include these charts in your report by clicking on the Add chart to Doc button. On
the right side of the page you can see the green Report button which produces a word
document, containing all the relevant data, your comments and the charts (depending on the
user's choices). Under the report button, there is a list with all the files that you have uploaded
and visualized (See Section C). Finally, the red Clear button, clears the data that you have
already used and allows you to insert new data.
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Figure 11 Upload your data

Figure 12 Buttons and their functionalities
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Section C: Perform a comparison between regions or cities/countries of
interest
In this section, the process of how a user can use the Scientific Production Profile application
to perform comparisons between regions or countries is described in detail. The comparison
can be performed only at a subject level or a year level. The affiliation analysis tool does not
have a comparison functionality, because different regions or countries have completely
different affiliation organizations and such a comparison is pointless.
Step 1: Choose the kind of analysis comparison you want to perform
Once you visit the application, you need to choose whether you want to perform a subject
analysis comparison or an annual analysis comparison

Figure 13 Choose either to perform a subject or an annual analysis comparison

Step 2: Choose the regions or cities/countries you want to compare
In order to perform a comparison between x different regions or cities/countries you need to
have x number of data files. The process of downloading the .csv data files has been described
in details in Section A. To perform a comparison you need to follow the exact same process
as described in Section B with only one difference. You have to upload more than one csv
files.To do so you just need to press the Add csv File(s) and add more data. Apart from the
main functionalities of the applications and its tools, there are some other hints and tips on the
charts' format which will allow the user to have a clearer view.

Step 3: Show or hide certain areas of the chart
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Once you visualize your data, you can choose to hide the areas that you are not interested in.
To do so, you just have to click on the subject area or affiliation organization that you do not
want to include in the chart (see Figure 10). For the annual analysis, if you want to hide one of
the regions or cities/countries that you do not want to appear on the line chart, simply click on
the according label of the chart (see Figure 11)

Figure 14 Show or hide certain areas of the Radar/Bar chart

Figure 15 Show or hide certain areas of the Line chart
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FURTHER INFORMATION

Further information regarding the description of the method can be found on the site of the
OnlineS3 project (www.onlines3.eu).
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